Linsmeyer's Line
Location: Southern Dunn County
Day(s): February 25-26th, 2017
Recommendations: Snickers Bar & Luck
As a 24-year-old adult-in-progress, there is one recipe I have perfected, and it’s called
“Ending up alone in the middle of nowhere.” Ingredients include curiosity, ignorance, and
ambition, and let me tell you- I’m excellent at all three. Curiosity: “Only one more corner and
THEN I will turn around!” Ignorance: “That looks doable; I could walk that section easily!”
Ambition: “Keep going David, and you will find a spot no one has ever been to.”
With my three trusty characteristics and a rare full tank of gas, this weekend’s goal was to
find the secret fishing hole. Fifteen total hours in the water and a few swear words later,
high expectations turned to second-guessing everything I thought I knew. After trudging
through miles of logjams and waist-deep water, I caught three thorns in my hand and two
trout in the net. I even began to wonder if the work was worth it. But then again I did have
enough of that curiosity, ignorance, and ambition to keep walking. While most fishermen
have to question their skill on a regular basis, I typically question my sanity. And on
occasion, I even call friends to say, “If I’m not out by dark or you don’t hear from me, send
the search party.”
Unfortunately, the intended reward for this trip didn’t become a reality, so laughing about
another wild goose chase seemed to be the best cure for my tired feet and a hungry
stomach. Amid the routine laughter at myself this past weekend, I turned a corner and saw
sandstone cliffs radiate gold from a setting sun. Stopping for a picture, I smiled knowing how
lucky I was to be at the right place at the right time. Sure, my hopes for a perfect spot fell
through, but the reward was another experience and memory- two things you can’t simply
toss back in the water.

~David Linsmeyer~

Linsmeyer's Line
Stream: Elk Creek
Day: February 5th, 2017
Recommendations: Zebra Midge, Ibuprofen

It’s a bit of a shame that Saturday night
shenanigans can make a person want to
lay in bed for the rest of the weekend.
However, luckily, my urge to wade open
water dragged me to my Batmobile of
fly-fishing to explore more of Dunn
County’s trout streams. But after only
catching snags at a newly discovered
spot, I made way to a familiar honey-hole
hoping to get off the schneid quickly
and end the possibility of a skunked day.

I came upon the rare occurrence of fellow
trout fishermen and was lucky enough to
impress them by breaking the glass surface of
the water cast after cast (in other words, I
caught fish). And if that wasn’t enough, seeing
the young angler’s eyes light up as I netted a
nice brown made a 12” fish feel like a 30” fish.
I’d like to think I sparked enough of this kid’s
curiosity for him to pursue fly fishing, but I
suppose I’ll never really know. However, if he
does manage to figure out how I caught so
many fish, I sure would love to hear his answer.
After all, his guess is as good as mine.
~David Linsmeyer~

Linsmeyer's Line
Stream: Wilson Creek
Day(s): January 28th, 29th
Recommendations: coffee, waders without holes, and someone with great blood
circulation to tie knots for friends :)

Maybe it was the long-awaited arrival of the sun or the old couple who pulled over to make sure
my parked car on HWY 12 bridge was okay. Perhaps it was the great company of friends who
made fly fishing Dunn County’s streams this past weekend another one to remember. Either
way, my obsessive habit of wading a trout stream in the cold weather has yet to let me down.
As usual, I filled my weekend with time on the water by frantically throwing gear into my car and rushing out
the door. However, this time I was lucky to be joined by best friends who happen to be former teammates
and now Stout alumni. Now nearly all moved on from our college days,
our need to reunite convinced us
to pool our money for the friend without fishing gear. And of course, there’s nothing
better than a few laughs at
whoever who manages to fall into
the freezing water- all while having
zero sympathies for that wet, cold
soul Yeah…. It’s safe to say Wilson Creek had its challenges this weekend- but the views and echoing laughs
throughout Dunn County’s hills were well worth it.
~David Linsmeyer~

